Reflex 2
RAF Greenham Common
2-26 May 1960
Our tanker en route to England.

Note the international orange trim paint used then.
Base Operations, RAF Greenham Common.
Area near the Main Gate at RAF Greenham Common.
The Base Exchange, at RAF Greenham Common.
New gymnasium building under construction.
The water towers and the black hanger at RAF Greenham Common.
EB-47E 53-4216 on alert area hardstand.
A 301st Bomb Wing Alert Aircraft.
The Reflex Operations building, RAF Greenham Common.
The Reflex parking area entry point from inside an alert vehicle.
301st Bomb Wing alert crew quarters.
301st Bomb Wing alert crew quarters.
Inside Barracks 48, Maj. Martinez, (Raven 1) and Maj. Sage, (Navigator).

SAC operations required crew watches to be synchronized with highest accuracy. And then they set the Cuckoo clock.
Siesta time, Maj. Richard Martinez.
Sgt Lee (raven 2) talking to another crew.
Mission planning.
About to enjoy a cake.

Sharon, Thomas McKinley, Capt. John Evanko, Maj. Martinez, Maj Frank Sage and Maj Charlie Comerford.
Redeployment
Meeting our tanker on the way home.